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Motion sensor prox switch is hoseproof
and permanently wired for reliability;
placed high up out of harm's way
IP56 Weatherproof electrical box.
Discuss optional electrical items with
Marsden Engineering.

Optional Feature - Plug & Outlet:
Motor cable may be unplugged
and the 3-pin outlet used for 10
Amp hand tools. The motor or
entire brushing unit may be
removed for service without
requiring an electrician.

Stainless steel
swing-axles in polymer
bearings (lubrication free)

Typical mounting: U-Bolts to
Post or Building Column (76mm
to 125mm SHS). Or, clip to
H-column flange with
Lindaptors, or bolt to wall, etc)

Motor, single phase: IP55
weather resistant, or
optional IP56 hose resistant
Guard recessed into
brush for maximum
tangle protection

Selector
Isolator switch

The Brush swings
side-to-side and
back-and-forth for
maximum coverage

Brush easily removed; turn
end-for-end to even out wear.
Reconditioned by replacing
worn-out bristles.

WHY USE A COW BRUSH?

END VIEW

Electric fences and treeless paddocks leave little for a cow to
scratch on; but a self-grooming brush does much more than
save your gates and her hide from damage. It removes dirt
and parasites, and massages to promote healthy blood flow
and wakefulness, and hence increased appetite and improved
metabolism. A happy, healthy cow is a more productive asset.

Marsdezyn - Presents the...

Caution: Due to ongoing development, some features on this promotional
illustration may not exactly match the product being sold.
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Moo-sseuse
Cow massage Brush

SIDE VIEW
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